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Abstract—Complete stability analyses, including voltage, small
perturbation and transient stability studies, and the associated
models and controls of a Series Vectorial Compensator (SVeC)
are presented in this paper. A full comparative evaluation of this
controller with respect to controllers used mainly for oscillation
control in transmission corridors, namely, Thyristor-Controlled
Series Capacitors (TCSC) and Series Static Synchronous Com-
pensators (SSSC), is presented for the first time. The IEEE 14-
bus benchmark system and a 190-bus, 46-machine model of the
Mexican grid are used for illustrative and comparison purposes.
The results obtained show that the SVeC has better oscillation
damping characteristics than the TCSC and SSSC, hence making
these types of controllers a competitive alternative against existing
series Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) controllers for
dynamic series compensation of transmission lines, especially
where space and cost are an issue.

Index Terms—Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS),
Series Vectorial Compensator (SVeC), Series Static Synchronous
Compensator (SSSC), Thyristor-Controlled Series Capacitor
(TCSC), voltage stability, small-perturbation stability, transient
stability, power oscillation control, Hopf bifurcations.

I. GLOSSARY OF TERMS

DAE: Differential Algebraic Equations.
FACTS: Flexible AC Transmission Systems.
HB: Hopf bifurcation.
ODAE: Ordinary Differential Algebraic Equations
POD: Power Oscillation Damping.
PSS: Power System Stabilizer.
PWM: Pulse Width Modulation.
TCSC: Thyristor-Controlled Series Capacitor.
TCR: Thyristor-Controlled Reactor.
SVeC: Series Vectorial Compensator.
SSSC: Series Static Synchronous Compensator.
STATCOM: Shunt Static Synchronous Compensator.
SVC: Static Var Compensator.
UPFC: Unified Power Flow Controller.
VSC: Voltage-Sourced Converter.
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POWER systems are currently operating closer to their
static and dynamic stability limits due to an increase in

the power transfer demands on existing transmission systems,
given the significant growth of loads and generation, lack
of new transmission lines, and competitive electricity market
pressures. Stability problems associated with voltage collapse
and undamped oscillations are currently the leading causes
of major blackouts (e.g. [1], [2]). In this context, FACTS
controllers are becoming more relevant, since due to their
fast response, these controllers can improve the stability of a
power system, thereby allowing a more efficient use of existing
transmission grids [3].

Various types of FACTS controllers, particularly SVCs,
TCSCs, STATCOMs, SSSCs and UPFCs are being used in
practice [3]–[7], some more than others; for example, in Brazil,
TCSCs are used as an alternative to PSSs for the control of
inter-area power oscillations in a North-South interconnection
[8]. These controllers are based on thyristors or VSC-based
converters. However, more recently, new controllers based
on ac-ac vectorial converters have been proposed [9]–[14],
demonstrating that it is possible to attain similar control
objectives and performance as those based on VSC converters;
in all these papers, as opposed to the present paper, detailed
switching models rather than stability models of the vectorial
converters are used for simulation purposes. Thus, in [9], the
authors discuss the use of an SVeC to control active power on
a transmission line with a simple structure, injecting a series
capacitive reactance that is adjusted automatically through a
duty cycle control. A brief comparison of the SVeC with
respect to a TCSC is presented in [10] on a small radial power
system with three buses, a generator and a load, showing
that the SVeC presents a smoother control alternative than the
TCSC during transients, since the TCSC is designed to “jump”
from capacitive to inductive operating regions in transient
operating conditions to avoid open-circuit operation and to
reduce harmonics [15].

A comparative evaluation between the SVeC and an SSSC
is presented in [14], based on detailed switching models and
a single generator-infinite bus (SIB) test system, showing
that the dc-link requires about twice as much capacitive
energy storage and about 66% additional semiconductor MVA
rating for the same application. No practical SVeC has been
built and installed on a real transmission system thus far;
however, a comparative estimate of components’ costs for
these two controllers is presented in [14], based on publicly
available information regarding costs of transformers and
capacitors, and power-semiconductor manufacturers’ quotes.
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The aforementioned paper shows that the cost of the SSSC
is higher than the SVeC, with the latter presenting higher
losses. It is also mentioned that the SVeC can operate at higher
temperatures due to the use of ac capacitors as opposed to the
dc capacitors used in the SSSC, which are quite vulnerable to
high temperatures. Finally, it is argued that another advantage
of the SVeC’s converter topology is its more compact size
compared to the SSSC’s VSC converter. Similar arguments
are presented in [16] and [17].

Based on the aforementioned comparisons, it can be argued
that direct PWM, vectorial-converter-based controllers may be
a reasonable alternative to thyristor- and VSC-based options
for similar applications. Therefore, it is necessary to perform
further comparative studies between converter technologies for
the same power system applications to determine all possible
SVeC’s advantages and disadvantages with respect to TCSC
and SSSC series controllers; this is the main focus of the
present paper. Thus, this paper concentrates on performing
detailed comparative voltage, transient and oscillatory stability
studies, as well as proposing and discussing the required SVeC
models and controls for these types of studies, considering
this controller’s application and performance in multi-machine
power systems.

The current authors have presented in [18]–[20] some
studies of the effect of an SVeC on power system stability.
Thus, the controller steady-state performance is analyzed in
[18], based on a power flow model of the SVeC. Some transient
stability studies are discussed in [19] and [20], based on
a somewhat complex stability model and a simple control
approach for active power regulation; in these papers, it is
shown that the controller does not provide enough damping
for certain contingencies. Based on these preliminary studies,
besides the comparative studies with respect to TCSCs and
SSSCs for overall stability improvement presented here, a
better and simpler stability model and POD control for the
SVeC is proposed and studied in the present paper.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section III
explains briefly the basic background theory behind the models
and analysis approach used in the current paper, presenting
a brief discussion of DAE power system models, small-
perturbation stability studies and HBs. Previously proposed
and widely used TCSC and SSSC stability models and their
controls, including POD controls, are presented and discussed
in this section as well. Section IV describes in detail the
proposed SVeC stability model and its controls. Complete
stability studies and associated results obtained for the IEEE
14-bus benchmark system and a 190-bus, 46-machine model of
the Mexican power system, including the 3 different FACTS
controllers under study, are shown and discussed in Section
V. A summary and the main contributions of the paper are
presented in Section VI.

III. BACKGROUND

A. Small-perturbation Analysis and P-V curves

In general, power systems are modeled using a set of DAE
equations as follows:

ẋ = f (x, y, λ, p) (1)

Imaginary

Real
Hopf

Bifurcation

λ

λ

Fig. 1. Locus of the critical eigenvalues as a system parameter λ changes.

0 = g (x, y, λ, p)

where x ∈ <n is a vector of state variables associated with
the dynamic states of generators, loads, and other system
controllers, such as FACTS compensators; y ∈ <m is a vector
of algebraic variables associated with steady-state models of
loads and transmission system components; λ ∈ <l a set
of uncontrollable parameters such as variations in active and
reactive power of loads; p ∈ <k is a set of controllable
parameters such as controllers’ set points; f(·) is the set of
differential equations associated with the state variables x;
and g(·) is the set of algebraic equations associated with the
algebraic variables y.

Bifurcation analyses are based on steady state studies [21],
which include eigenvalue or small-perturbation stability anal-
yses of power systems [22], as some system parameters λ
and/or p change in (1) [23]. These studies are based on
the eigenvalues of the system Jacobian J in the following
linearization of (1):[

∆ẋ

0

]
=

[
J1 J2

J3 J4

] [
∆x

∆y

]
(2)

where J1 = ∂f/∂x|0, J2 = ∂f/∂y|0, J3 = ∂g/∂x|0 , J4 =
∂g/∂y|0 . If J4 is non-singular, the system eigenvalues can
be readily computed by eliminating the vector of algebraic
variable ∆y in (2), i.e.,

∆ẋ =
(
J1 − J2J

−1
4 J3

)
∆x = A∆x (3)

Thus, the DAE system is basically reduced to a set of ODE
equations [24]. Bifurcations on power system models can
then be detected by monitoring the eigenvalues of matrix A
in (3) as the system parameters (λ, p) change. In practice,
the eigenvalues of A are obtained directly from the system
Jacobian J , since this matrix is sparse, whereas A is full [22].

PV curves are typically used for voltage stability studies of
power systems [23], and if these are combined with eigenvalue
analyses, they can also be used as a means to understand
oscillatory stability [25]. The maximum loadability points
in these curves, which are typically obtained by means of
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Fig. 3. SSSC power regulator.

continuation power flows, can be associated with voltage
collapse instabilities.

In general, voltage collapse and oscillatory phenomena
have been associated with bifurcation phenomena in nonlinear
systems. Therefore, bifurcation theory has been used in, for
example, [25]–[29] to study oscillation problems and design
corrective controls for damping these oscillations in power
systems; in these papers, HBs are linked to oscillatory insta-
bilities.

HBs are characterized by periodic orbits emerging around
an equilibrium point [21], and can be studied with the help
of eigenvalue analyses. At a HB point, the system model (1)
presents a pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues of the state
matrix A in (3) as the (λ, p) parameters change [25]; thus, the
point where a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues cross the
imaginary axis as the system parameters λ and/or p change is
known as a HB point, as illustrated in Fig.1.

Since, as mentioned above, HBs can be associated with
small active power oscillations in power systems [25]–[29],
series-connected FACTS controllers with active power controls
have been proposed and are being used for the control of inter-
area oscillations [3], [8], [15]. Hence, the following sections
concentrate on describing and discussing typical active power
linear controls used for damping small power oscillations in
these types of FACTS controllers, i.e. SSSC, TCSC and SVeC.
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Fig. 4. POD control block diagram.
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Fig. 5. TCSC single-line diagram.

B. SSSC Model and Controls

The SSSC is based on a VSC device that injects a voltage in
series with the transmission line. The transient stability model
used in this paper is extracted from [30], where the SSSC is
represented by a series-connected voltage phasor source VS ,
as depicted in Fig.2, which is always kept in quadrature with
the line current phasor Ikm, so that the SSSC can exchange
only reactive power with the system. Thus, the controllable
parameter in this case is the magnitude VS , which is used to
regulate active power flow. This model yields the following
algebraic power flow equations between the k and m nodes
in Fig.2:

Pkm = (1 + Ψ)VkVmBkm sin (θk − θm) (4)
Pmk = − Pkm

Qkm = (1 + Ψ)VkBkm [Vk − Vm cos (θk − θm)]
Qmk = (1 + Ψ)VmBkm [Vm − Vk cos (θk − θm)]

where Ψ = Vs/
√

V 2
k + V 2

m − 2VkVm cos (θk − θm), and
Vk∠θk, Vm∠θm, and Bkm = 1/Xkm are defined in Fig.2.

The basic control strategy in Fig.3 is adopted here to regu-
late the active power flow. Since the main aim of this SSSC
model is to control the active power through the transmission
line where is embedded, a vPOD input signal is used in its
control to damp power oscillations. This signal comes from
the POD control depicted in Fig.4, which basically has the
same control structure as a typical PSS [22].

C. TCSC Model and Control

The TCSC transient stability model used here is extracted
from [31], and corresponds to a typical TCSC controller based
on a TCR in parallel with a bank of capacitors, as depicted
in Fig.5. The TCSC can be adequately represented in stability
studies by an equivalent reactance XTCSC , the value of which
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is adjusted automatically to regulate the power flow through
the transmission line. The variable equivalent reactance of the
TCSC controller is allowed to change in either the inductive
or the capacitive regions, avoiding the resonance region.

The algebraic equations for the power flows between the
k and m nodes associated with this model are the same as
those presented in (4), where all phasor voltages are defined
in Fig.5. Here, Ψ is function of the thyristors’ firing angle [31]
as follows:

Ψ(α)=
B(α)
Bkm

(5)

where:

B(α)=
π

(
k4

x − 2k2
x + 1

)
cos[kx (π − α)]

Xden
(6)

Xden=XC cos[kx (π − α)] (7)
(πk4

x − π − 2k4
xα + 2k2

xα− k4
x sin(2α))

+XC cos[kx (π − α)]
(
k2

x sin(2α)− 4k2
x cos(α) sin(α)

)
−XC

[
4k3

x cos2(α) sin[kx(π − α)]
]

and kx =
√

XC/XL. Note that XTCSC max corresponds to
αmax, and similarly for the relationship between XTCSC min

and αmin.
The control strategy depicted in Fig.6 is used here, where

B(α) is defined in (6). As is typical in TCSC controllers, the
power oscillation damping control illustrated in Fig.4 is also
included.
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IV. SERIES VECTORIAL COMPENSATOR

A. Description

The schematics of the SVeC are shown in Fig.7 [10]. The
series compensator consists of: series injection transformers
Ta, Tb and Tc; compensation capacitors Ca, Cb and Cc; and
PWM-controlled switches Sa, Sb, Sc, S′

a, S′
b, and S′

c. During
the period when the switches Sa, Sb, and Sc are closed, the
compensation capacitors are connected. The switches S′

a, S′
b,

and S′
c operate complementarily with respect to Sa, Sb, and

Sc, thus avoiding the short-circuiting of the capacitor. In Fig.8,
the single-line diagram associated with Fig.7 is depicted; here,
the switches Sa, Sb, Sc, S′

a, S′
b, and S′

c are represented by Sabc

and S′
abc, respectively.

The main differences between the SVeC and the TCSC and
SSSC controllers are the following:

• Protection: In the case of sudden surges, low-pass filters
in the SSSC and SVeC help with blocking high fre-
quency voltages and currents associated with the surge.
In addition to these filters, the switches are protected
against large surges with Metal Oxide Varistors (MOVs).
Furthermore, to protect these controllers against over-
currents due to nearby short circuits, the controls are
designed to drive the output voltage towards zero in
microseconds, so that the power in the controllers during
the faults are practically zero, in spite of the high currents.
In the case of the TCSC, it is necessary to wait for the
next current zero crossing to initiate control action.
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• Number of Switches: For the minimal three-phase config-
uration, the TCSC requires six thyristors, while the SSSC
and SVeC each need six IGBTs/GTOs, for an optimized
SVeC configuration based on two switches per phase as
shown in Fig.7.

• Controls: To modify the firing angle of the thyristors,
the TCSC requires several milliseconds, due to the need
for current zero crossings. On the other hand, the SSSC
and SVeC controllers can change the switches’ duty cycle
in hundreds of microseconds; however, a response delay
can be introduced through filters. Furthermore, for PWM
control, the SSSC requires a synchronous type PWM,
which is not the case for the SVeC; this leads to a greater
complexity in the SSSC control infrastructure.

The compensator basically provides a variable series reac-
tance XSV eC adjusted through variations of the duty cycle Ds.
As in the case of the SSSC and TCSC discussed above, this
controller is assumed to control the power flow in the line by
means of varying its equivalent reactance XSV eC through the
control illustrated in Fig.9, as explained in more detail below.

B. Model and Control

As briefly discussed in Section II, the authors present in
[18]–[20] some preliminary steady-state and transient stability
studies of the SVeC. In these papers, the models used are
based on complex equations that lead to some convergence
problems during the numerical studies. Furthermore, a simple
PI controller is used in these papers to control the active power
through the transmission line, which does not provide ade-
quate damping for all power oscillations triggered by system
contingencies. Therefore, a simpler stability model that does
not present numerical problems is used here, together with
the improved control shown in Fig.9 for the regulation and
oscillation damping of the transmission line’s active power.

From Fig.8, the equivalent impedance between the sending
and receiving end of the SVeC-transmission-line system can
be defined as:

Xeq = Xkm + XSV eC (8)

where, from [10]:

XSV eC = −n2 (1−Ds)
2
Xc (9)

Observe in (8) and (9) that the effective impedance de-
pends on the duty cycle Ds of the switches; hence, this
duty cycle provides a means of realizing the desired power
flow control, as depicted in Fig.9. Notice in this figure that,
following a similar transient stability modeling approach as
in the case of the TCSC, the susceptance B = Bkm–Beq =
1/Xkm–1/ (Xkm + XSV eC) is assumed to be controlled ei-
ther directly or indirectly through the duty cycle Ds, and the
vPOD signal comes from the same POD control depicted in
Fig.4.

The voltage phasor on the primary (transmission-line) side
of the coupling transformer in Fig.8 may be calculated as
follows:

Vs = n2 (1−Ds)
2 Ikm (10)
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Fig. 10. IEEE 14-bus benchmark test system.

Observe in (8)-(10) that all the quantities are at their maximum
value when the duty cycle is zero. Hence, the operating point
at minimum duty cycle determines the rating of the converter
elements, including the MVA rating of the transformer.

The equations for the power flows associated to the nodes
k and m are as follows:

Pkm=VkVm (Bkm + B) sin (θk − θm) (11)
Pmk=−Pkm

Qkm=V 2
k (Bkm + B)− VkVm (Bkm + B) cos (θk − θm)

Qmk=V 2
m (Bkm + B)− VkVm (Bkm + B) cos (θk − θm)

where, from Fig.9:

B (Ds) = − n2 (1−Ds)
2
Xc

Xkm

[
Xkm − n2 (1−Ds)

2
Xc

] (12)

Note that this model is much simpler to that proposed in [18]–
[20]. From (9), XSV eC min = −n2Xc, and XSV eC max = 0,
since Ds max = 1 and Ds min = 0.

V. RESULTS

This section presents and discusses the results obtained from
the application of the aforementioned FACTS series controllers
for oscillation control to the IEEE 14-bus benchmark system
and a 190-bus realistic equivalent of the Mexican power grid.
All presented results were obtained with the help of PSAT
[31].

A. IEEE 14-bus Test System

A single-line diagram of the IEEE 14-bus benchmark sys-
tem described in [31] is shown in Fig.10. It consists of
5 generators, three of which are synchronous compensators
used only for reactive power support, all modeled using
subtransient stability models and IEEE Type 1 exciters and
voltage regulators; 3 transformers; 14 buses; 21 lines; and
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11 loads modeled as constant power loads for maximum
system stress. Voltage stability, small-perturbation stability and
transient stability studies were performed for the following
system conditions:

• Base system.
• System with a TCSC controller designed to eliminate the

observed oscillation (HB) problems.
• System with an SSSC controller.
• System with an SVeC controller.
Figure 11 depicts the PV curves for the voltage magnitude at

Bus 14 (“remote” load bus) for the various system conditions,
under normal operating conditions and for a Line 2-4 outage
(contingency case). A single loading parameter λ is used to
represent a uniform load and generation increase throughout
the system with respect to the base load and generation as
follows:

PL = λPL0 (13)
QL = λQL0

PG = (λ + KG)PG0

where λ is the loading factor in p.u.; PL and QL represent the
load powers; PG stands for the generators’ output powers; and
KG is a variable used to model a distributed slack bus, so that
the losses are distributed according to the base output powers
of the generators. Note that in this case only the generators
at Buses 1 and 2 are assumed to supply the power associated
with the load and loss changes.

As λ increases, the system approaches an oscillatory in-
stability (HB) point at λ = 1.4 p.u. for the base case, and
λ = 1.33 p.u. for the contingency case, as illustrated in
Fig.11. Observe that at a loading point λ = 1.37 p.u., which
defines the operating point depicted in Fig.11, a Line 2-4 trip
yields oscillatory stability problems for the assumed constant
power load models, as demonstrated by the eigenvalue diagram
shown in Fig.12 (the critical eigenvalues 0.1608±j8.5075 are
related to the exciter mode of the generator at Bus 1), with a
sustained oscillation appearing in the system.

To control (damp) the oscillations associated with the
HB points depicted in Fig.11, the TCSC, SSSC and SVeC
controllers described in Sections III and IV are individually
added to Line 1-5. All controllers were rated at the same
compensation level of 50%, and the controllers’ parameters
were chosen to obtain the same damping ratio at the same
system and loading conditions. For this compensation level,
the active power flowing through the line is increased and
controlled from 107.5 MW to 181 MW.

Figure 13 shows the PV curves for the test system with
each of the embedded controllers, for both the base case and
the contingency case. Observe that the controllers increase the
“dynamic” loadability of the system by increasing the loading
conditions at which the HB appears to λ = 1.6 p.u. for the
SSSC and TCSC, and λ = 1.58 p.u. for the SVeC. For the
case of the Line 2-4 outage, no HBs are observed, with the
maximum dynamic loadability of the system corresponding to
its “static” one at λ = 1.52 p.u.

At a λ = 1.37 p.u. loading level, the damping ratio of
1.1% associated with the Line 2-4 trip improves to 4.5% with
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the SVeC and TCSC, and 4.6% with the SSSC. All of this
is confirmed through the time-domain simulations illustrated
in Figs. 14-17, which show the 2 main generators’ angular
velocities for the 4 studied cases when the Line 2-4 is tripped
at t = 1 s. All controllers were tuned at this loading level based
on an eigenvalue analysis and a minimum target damping of
4%. These results show the effective damping of the sustained
oscillations by all FACTS controllers under study, with the
SVeC and TCSC performing quite similarly, and the SSSC
showing slightly larger oscillations.
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B. Mexican Power Grid Equivalent

The Mexican interconnected power system encompasses
7 regional systems, with a generation capacity in 2004 of
54 GW and an annual consumption level of 183.3 TWh in
2005. A schematic diagram of the full system is provided in
Fig.18, showing the approximate geographical location of its
four main control areas. The transmission grid comprises a
large 400/230 kV system stretching from the southern border
with Central America to its northern interconnections with
the US. The north and south subsystems are characterized by
long, sparsely interconnected transmission paths. The major
load centers are concentrated on large metropolitan areas,
mainly Mexico City in the central system, Guadalajara City
in the western system, and Monterrey City in the northeastern
system.

The studies presented here are based on a reduced model
representing the northern, northeastern, western, central and
southeastern areas of the system. This equivalent system
consists of 190 buses, 265 400/230/138/115 kV transmission
lines, 46 generators, and 90 loads modeled as constant power
loads to simulate maximum system stress; in this model,
no interconnections with the northwest are considered. A
single-line diagram of the reduced model is shown in Fig.19.
Buses 1-6 and 46 represent hydro generators in the southern
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Fig. 19. Mexican power system 190-bus, 46-generator model.

peninsular subsystem; Bus 75 corresponds to Poza Rica, which
interconnects the south with the northwest (Monterrey); the
upper right hand side of the figure shows the main generators
in the north; and the center and left of the figure correspond
to the western and center parts of the country, representing
mainly Guadalajara and Mexico City, respectively.

As in the case of the 14-bus test system, the results
presented here correspond to the system without FACTS con-
trollers and with a TCSC, an SSSC, and an SVeC controller,
all introduced one at a time to eliminate oscillatory problems
associated with an observed HB. Figure 20 depicts the PV
curves of the power system in normal conditions and for a
Line 53-73 outage (contingency). The system loading and
generation is changed uniformly as in the case of the 14-bus
test system, i.e. (13). As loading levels increase by increasing
λ, the system approaches an oscillatory instability (HB point).
Figure 21 shows the eigenvalues of the system for the base
operating load (λ = 1 p.u.) and a Line 53-73 outage; in this
case, the critical eigenvalues are related to the velocity and
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Fig. 20. PV curves and HB points for the Mexican system.

internal angle of the generator at Bus 1. It is important to
highlight the fact that the oscillatory stabilities observed in this
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Fig. 21. Eigenvalues of the Mexican system at λ = 1 p.u. with an outage
of Line 53-73.

TABLE I
CRITICAL DAMPING RATIOS AND FREQUENCIES WITH FACTS

CONTROLLERS AT DIFFERENT LOCATIONS FOR THE MEXICAN SYSTEM

SVeC TCSC SSSC

Line f Hz ζ % f Hz ζ % f Hz ζ %

54-53 0.5936 0.8079 0.5936 0.8077 0.5932 0.7731

57-53 0.5759 3.2292 0.4766 1.5338 0.5854 2.7987

73-71 0.5741 0.6783 0.5861 0.6871 0.5872 0.7622

74-59 0.6113 0.8518 0.6193 0.3664 0.6018 0.8548

71-72 0.5914 0.7887 0.5915 0.7817 0.5901 0.8211

64-65 0.5916 0.7890 0.5922 0.7534 0.5883 0.8911

case are due to the constant power load model used, which
stresses the system more than other load models such as a
constant impedance ones; no oscillatory problems are observed
with a constant impedance model.

To find the best suitable location of the FACTS controllers
under study for the removal of the oscillatory instability
observed when the Line 53-73 is tripped, small-perturbation
(eigenvalue) analyses were performed for the system with the
line removed. In these studies, a 0.48 Hz unstable oscillatory
mode with a damping ratio ζ = −1.4% was observed at
λ = 1p.u., due to the speed and angle of the generator at
Bus 1; this mode corresponds to an interaction between the
south system against machines in the center, southeastern and
peninsular systems. Table I shows the critical damping and
frequency values obtained for several of the transmission lines
considered as possible candidates for placement of an SVeC,
TCSC or SSSC when the Line 53-73 is tripped. Observe that
the best candidate location to prevent the HB problem is Line
57-53 (highlighted); this is confirmed through time-domain
simulations. In this particular case, the SVeC shows a similar
performance as the SSSC and better performance than the
TCSC.

Figure 22 depicts the PV curves for the system with each
of the FACTS controllers under study connected in series with
Line 57-53 with a compensation level of 50%; in this case,
the active power flowing through the line is increased and
controlled from 815.27 MW to 924.13 MW. The controllers
were tuned through an eigenvalue analysis at base loading
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Fig. 22. PV curves for the Mexican system.
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Fig. 23. Generators speed oscillation due to an outage of Line 53-73 at
λ = 1 p.u.

conditions with Line 53-73 removed and a target damping
of 3%; however, only the SVeC could be tuned to these
specifications, with the other two controllers only providing
the maximum damping shown in Table I, i.e. about 1.5%
for the TCSC and 2.8% for the SSSC. (Note that it should
possible to improve the damping ratios of the TSCS and
SSSC controllers through the utilization of more sophisticated
controllers as discussed for example in [15] for the TCSC.)
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Fig. 24. Generators speed oscillation due to outage of Line 53-73 at λ = 1
p.u. with SVeC.
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Fig. 25. Generators speed oscillation due to outage of Line 53-73 at λ = 1
p.u. with TCSC.
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Fig. 26. Generators speed oscillation due to outage of Line 53-73 at λ = 1
p.u. with SSSC.

Observe that the controllers do not significantly affect the HB
observed for the system without contingencies (base case),
whereas the appearance of the oscillatory problem for the
system without Line 53-73 conditions is moved to a higher
loading condition (from λ = 0.97p.u. to 1.02p.u.); this is to
be expected given that the latter are the system conditions used
to place and tune the controllers. This is confirmed through
the time-domain simulation results depicted in Figs. 23-26,
where it can be observed that the SVeC and SSSC provide
better damping for a Line 53-73 trip than the TCSC.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A simple stability model and controls based on the ap-
propriate modulation of an equivalent series reactance of an
SVeC were proposed and discussed in this paper. Full stability
studies, i.e. voltage, small-perturbation and transient stability
analyses were used to verify the impact of the SVeC in a
multimachine power system. The performance of the SVeC
with respect to similar series-connected FACTS controllers,
namely TCSC and SSSC, were also presented. The results
obtained for a couple of realistic test systems demonstrate the
applicability of the controller and its ability to eliminate power
oscillations triggered by system disturbances.

The results obtained demonstrate that the SVeC performs
very similarly if not better than the TCSC and SSSC. Hence,

it may be concluded that the SVeC is certainly a competitive,
and in some cases better, option compared to current series-
connected FACTS controllers, considering that the direct ac/ac
power conversion principle of the SVeC leads to an overall
more compact, simpler and durable controller, with no large
dc-link energy storage components and a simpler PWM con-
troller.
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